Student Commission Meeting Minutes  
Thursday, January 14, 2021  
Zoom Meeting

Present: Joe Cooper, Caroline Czyzewski, Marc Geborkoff, Tim Griffin, David Holden, Joel Isaacson, Mia Kemppainen, Margaret Landsparger, Dan Liebau, Jeremy Lundy, Michael Maurer, Wesley McGowan, Rochelle Spencer, Bruce Walbrun, Matt Weekley

Welcome – Joe Cooper

Introductions

Updates

● Non-Motorized Transportation Working Group - Dan Liebau  
  ○ Being led by Transportation Services and now due to staff changes there has not  
    been an owner. Theresa Coleman-Kaiser asked Public Safety to take the lead  
    and Roy Britz (Deputy Chief of Police) will reorganize, regroup and get it back on  
    track. We will remove this from the agenda for now. Marc Geborkoff will let us  
    know when there are updates.

● Status on Women’s Bathroom Capital Project Request - Tim Griffin  
  ○ Request to add more women’s bathrooms to buildings on campus. According to  
    Gregg Richards (Director of Engineering Services) capital projects are being  
    submitted for MEEM, Chem-Sci, and EERC. The results of the capital project  
    review will not be available until March.

● Campus Barrier Free Access/Accessibility - Tim Griffin  
  ○ Engineering is in the process of taking bids from a consultant to provide a  
    campus master plan, that plan will consider building access and campus mobility.

● Joe asked about the elevator in Wads. Tim reported the east elevator in Wads was  
  replaced and three elevators in the EERC are in the process of being replaced; one is  
  almost complete and the other two are just getting started.

New Items

● Let us know if you have potential items that you would like to bring forward to student  
  commission

● Joel Isaacson shared updates on COVID testing  
  ○ Testing has been taking place at the SDC since Monday. They are testing about  
    250 students per day.  
  ○ Joel asked that you encourage your constituents to text in and get a test  
    scheduled as soon as possible to contribute to the baseline.  
  ○ 150 scheduled for Friday and that will start filling up as people text in  
  ○ Process is quick and works well, usually only 10-15 students in line at a time.
Next Meeting
Thursday, January 28, 2021

2021 Spring Meeting Dates
● Thursday, February 11
● Thursday, February 25
● Thursday, March 25
● Thursday, April 8
● Thursday, April 22